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CHAPI'ER I

THE PROBLEM
It has becorre increasingly apparent that the educational
institutions of our nation cannot function as separate entities from
the publics and social systems which they serve.

Dramatic techno-

logical advances which facilitate the expansion of knavledge, comnunications, and citizem:y involverrent in all facets of the goverrurent
have required educators to evaluate and revise traditional programs
and :rrethodology.

These changes are occurring at the college and uni-

versity as well as the public school level.
Keeping pace with the times is particularly challenging to
those who prepare prospective school teachers.

Teacher preparation

programs must be accountable not only to the innovative changes
being rrade in :rrethodology, curriculum rontent, and technological
devices, but must also be cognizant of the prevailing rrarket for
enployrrent once training is rorrpleted.

In essence, teacher training

programs must bero:rre relevant not only in curriculum design of academic courses, but to wider societal factors, including the eronanic
and occupational feasibility of the profession.
Revisions and innovations in teaching rrethods and curriculum
ccntent at the public school level are processes which do not take
place as swiftly as the population nay demand.

:Many experienced

teachers, accustared to familiar methcds and rraterials, often find
the innovative changes requested of them frustrating and personally
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threatening.

Ho.vever, to the "teachers of teachers" at the college

level, the execution of program changes is even rrore ti:me-oonsuming
and difficult.

Allen and Mackin question whether teacher educators are

even serious about change in teacher education.

They make this strong

indictrrent:
Similarly, those of us in teacher education are quite adept
at dreaming ••• Translating words into action requires many
times the effort that :rrerely theorizing does, and for many the
demands are too great, the rewards too meager. Sadly, we must
ooncur with our educational critics that we do have an absurdly
antiquated educational system, unresponsive to massive social and
technological changes, and that teacher education serves as a
major reinforcer of the stagnation and traditionalism permeating
this system (1:485).
A survey of the majority of teacher preparation programs
across the cotmtry has sho,,m that educators have relied upon almost
identical programs for educating prospective teachers (1;11;13;14;19).
According to Allen and Mackin, the fact that the majority of teachers
today continue to train within the standard fotmdations-methodsstudent teaching franEWOrk, without options and without opporttmities
for individualization, "Is an embarrassment to our profession and one
that we seek to end inmediately" (1:487).

Hertzberg tends to agree

and pointed out the irrelevancy of the traditional training program:
A rigidly prescribed curriculum for teacher training is
plainly antithetical to the cultivation of the inquiring mind
and free spirit. Responsible institutions should be free to
develop experimental programs in response to the rapidly changing
requirerrents of society, scholarship, and students ••• (14:284).
The United States Office of Education has estimated that in
the mid 1970's, for the first time on a large scale, many rrore teachers
will be certified for jobs than the schools will be able to accarodate (1:485).

Current oonditions are indicating that this estimation
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is undoubtedly true.

This factor points out additional rationale for

an evaluation of the teacher training program:
••• when a sufficient abundance of certified teachers appears
in the mid 70's, the schools will be able to be rrore discriminating in their choices and to demand the type of teachers they
desire--and if they have out-distanced rrost teacher educators in
irrplerrenting educational change, they will becarre the policy
IlEkers in developing personnel training programs to fit their new
needs (1: 488).
Since it appears that hiring agencies will be able to be selective and
discriminating.in their choice of personnel, teacher educators need
to assess the current quality and quantity of certified teachers graduating in certain fields of specialization.
have sha.vn that rrore

:rren

Furthenrore, studies

are needed in the ele:rrentary levels (24:45).

Teacher educators IlU.lSt be aware of these hiring trends and be prepared
to rrodify their programs, if necessary.
Today, the concern for professional expertise in areas such
as the environ:rrent and ecology, early childhood education, and the
disadvantaged, have placed additional impetus u.rxn teacher training
personnel to evaluate their programs.

At the sarre time, educators

are realizing that change cannot take place for the sake of change
itself, but in accordance with the reality of the needs of the society,
and the resources of the educational institution.
In effect, any attenpts to revise existing teacher education
programs must be prefaced by an assess:rrent of prevailing conditions
and practices.

We need to kna.v where we are, before we can decide

where we should be going.
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I.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

In an effort to offer an effective preparation program for
prospective teachers, the institution rrrust first analyze its present
status--"What are

we

now doing?"

Such an assessment, a point of ref-

erence, is necessary before speculations about m:rlifications can be
put into action.
The problem undertaken in this study was to ascertain the
status of the 1969 teacher education graduates from Central Washington
State College in regard to their major field of preparation and subsequent placerrent within, or outside that field of preparation.
II.

PURPCEE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of the study was to determine 'Whether or not education graduates found errployable positions for 'Which they had trained.
The study atterrpted to discover 'Whether or not their major academic
field of preparation was applicable to the open market as indicated
by their jab placerrent position.
III.

SIGNIFICANCE:- OF THE STUDY

A training agency, private or public, has the responsibility
of providing relevant training experiences to the program participants.
Teacher preparation programs cannot atterrpt to offer professional
training courses sirrply because tradition has dictated that this be
done.

It is necessary to assess the relevancy of certain academic
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fields in accordance with the technological and social advances being
made in the public schools.

If jobs are obsolete, or projected to

become obsolete in certain areas, prospective teachers should be given
this information, and training directed to rrore realistic areas.
The study of 1969 Central graduates, into their major fields of
specialization and subsequent job placement, will help give teacher
educators an assessment of prevailing conditions, and perhaps provide
rationale for future expansion or limitations of enrollrrent in certain
academic fields.
The presentation of the results of this study may be significant

to educators in that very few efforts

to

influence changes in certi-

fication and fields of l.Illdergraduate specialization have been docunented (1:485).

This study may provide insight into the relevancy

of the current teacher training program in light of other innovative
educational programs taking place in the public schools and innovative
teacher training programs being lilldertaken at other institutions.
Increased flillding from federal sources for urban and rural
disadvantaged has resulted in education programs in the schools
which require teachers who have been trained in innovative techniques.
The increased utilization of audio-visual equiprrent such as the videotape, "listening center" media, and corrputer data processing devices
indicate that teachers beginning their professional careers may need
special preparation to step into these classroan situations.

The

study may help detennine whether or not there is a trend for recent
graduates to specialize in academic fields which might nore feasibly
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offer these training experiences.
Authorities in education, psychology, and sociology are saying
that elerrentary school children, especially those from disadvantaged
backgrounds, need the influence of the male image, and that rren should
be teaching at all grade levels in the elerrentary schools.

This study

will indicate the nurrber of 1969 male graduates certified at specific
grade levels, and in certain academic major fields.
This descriptive study will enable teacher educators at Central
to examine the status of 1969 graduates in education.

While the

College Placerrent Office provides a canprehensive report of yearly
placerrent activities, this canbines the totals of all persons using
the facilities of the office and does not give a separate breakdarm
for recent graduates.

Furtherrrore, there are a considerable nurrber

of graduating seniors who do not use the services of the Placerrent
Office, and therefore are not included in the yearly Placerrent Report.
This study was an effort to supplerrent the existing reoords of students
graduating during 1969.
IV.

LI.MITATICNS OF THE STUDY

This study was limited to the 879, 1969 graduates in education
from Central Washington State College.

No attenpt was made to evaluate

the first year perfo:rmance of these graduates in their teaching positions.

The study was limited to detenning if graduates found errploy-

rrent within their major field of preparation.

It was further limited

to a rrere categorization of these major academic areas, and no attenpt
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was made to evaluate the teaching nethodology or curriculum content
of these academic fields.
Students designated as 1969 graduates with a B/A in Education
included the folla.ving graduates:

fall quarter, 1968; winter quarter,

1969; spring quarter, 1969; and summer quarter, 1969.
V.

SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The study was undertaken after reviewing literature that
enabled the writer to develop a rationale for proceeding with an investigation of the teacher education graduates and their major fields
of preparation and placement.

Data was made available through the

college library and faculty, as well as Office of the Registrar,
Office of the Director of Placerrent Activities, and the Teacher Certification and Advisernent Office.

Place:rrent reports from Western Wash-

ington State College, Eastern Washington State College, Washington
State University, and other institutions of higher learning were
examined before undertaking the study, to provide background information and an analyses of place:rrent and teaching positions aa:JU.ired
through those offices.

The Office of Teacher Certification at the

Superintendent of Public Instruction's Office, Olyrrpia, was utilized
to ascertain the job placenents of those graduates for which placement records could not be determined at Central.
When records were investigated to provide infonnation regarding the 1969 graduate's rnajor academic area, and his subsequent
placement as a teacher, the information was categorized and shown
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an tables.

The results of the analyses of the data were used to fonnu-

late conclusions, inplicatians, and offer recormendations for further
study.

VI.

OVERVIEW" OF THE REMAINDER OF THE STUDY

Cllapter II provides a review of current literature relating to
teacher supply and demand, and the need for innovative change in the
teacher preparation program.

The chapter describes enployrrent conditions

in relation to the population grc:wth and economic circumstances of
hiring districts.

A projection of future trends and rationale for

m:xlification of training programs was also given.

Mcxlels of innovative

teacher education programs were outlined, and a national strategy for
teacher preparation change was e:xplained.
Cllapter III describes the methods and procedures used to can-pile the data for the study.
Cllapter IV delineates the 1969 graduates in education according
to sex, certification levels~ major fields of undergraduate preparation, and subsequent errployrrent status.
Cllapter V surmarizes the study, presents conclusions reached,
inplications of the data, and offers recamendations for further stuiy
in the area of teacher preparation.

CHAPI'ER II

REVIE'W

I.

OF LITERATURE

SUPPLY AND DEMAND IN TEAOIBR PLACEMENT

As recently as October, 1969, educators at Central Washington
State College were optimistic regarding the enployrrent market for
certified teachers.

Indeed, records from the Director of Placerrent

Activities shCMed that during 1968-69, there continued to be an increased demand for qualified teachers and administrators {18:14).
Recently, havever, authorities at the natiooal, state, and local
levels are pointing out that 1970 will shCM the beginning of a decline
in teaching positions across the oountry.

In Washingtoo State, the

nurors of a reduction in persoonel began when the naticnal ecooanic
decline reached rrajor industries on the West Coast.

According to the

Washington Educatioo Association, "for the first tine in alnost 30
years--the supply of trained teachers nay exceed the number of jabs
available" (16:1).

Factors which indicate this decline in Washingtoo

include:
The districts which once maintained charnber-of-carm.erce style
booths at the Inland Empire Educatioo Associatioo's annual
conventioo [Spring, 1970] weren't there this year.
District persoonel officers report they aren't going out-ofstate or ooto canpuses ITB.lch, just relying oo applications.
First-class districts report a total of 800 fewer jabs than last
year.
Che district admits it had 100 applicants for ooe job.
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WEA's Teacher-Position Listing Service has a longer list of applicants and a shorter list of vacancies than usual at this time.
As early as Ma.rch, one principals' association called it a "buyer's
market on qualified teachers", listing lc:Mer enroll.rrents, nore
trainees, and less Ironey as reasons (16:1).
It appears that no longer will the certified teacher be able to
pick and choose his location and job.

Reinforcing this staterrent is a

report frcm the WEA which states:
••• the nurrber of pupils enrolled frcm 1964 to 1969 in grades
1-12 increased 97,700. Reliable forecasts indicate that school
enroll.rrents will increase only 46,400 during the next five-year
period ••• that rreans only half as many "nev., hires" would be
needed in the next five years as in the last five (16:1).
Krohn raised the question:

"Where can the applicants turn?"

Accor-

ding to the College Placerrent Council, industry is already experiencing
the fewest jobs available in ten years (16: 1) •
George D. Fischer, National Education Association President,
believes the supply of teachers should permit nore upgrading of the
quality of education by adding teachers to reduce the rraxirmml. class
size, to provide special education and other programs to all pupils
needing them, and to extend education to younger and older aged people
(10:70).

HCMever, the problems of obtaining adequate funding to

finance a reduced classroom size, and other special programs, may not
allCM teachers to find such positions.
The NEA Research Division's fall, 1969, survey of state education departrrents and 76 of the nation's 80 largest school systems,
indicated that beginning elerrentary school teachers in 1970, may exceed
the number of positions to be filled by as many as 16,000.

At the
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secondary level, indications were that there would be an excess of
22,000 teachers.

The survey report stated:

Only two states (Connecticut and Iava) indicated a substantial
shortage of teacher applicants. This carpa.res with 20 states reporting substantial shortages in 1966, and five states in 1968
(10: 70) •
The survey indicated havever, that there would still be a shortage
of qualified teachers in certain major fields.

These areas included

matherratics, natural and physical sciences, industrial arts, special
education, sone vocational-technical subjects, wanen's physical education, elem:mtary school librarian and elem:mtary school guidance
counselor (See Figure 1).

Other significant results of the NEA survey

shc:Med that where there were teacher shortages, the majority of shortages were in rural areas of a state (10:70).
Cne problem to be faced regarding the supply of teachers is
that a great proportion of the current graduates have specialized in
fields which already have an over-abundance of certified personnel.
The rapid increase in the nurrbers of teachers going into the profession has helped to irrprove conditions in assignrrent areas that have
had inadequate supplies for several years, but in many of the major
fields of preparation, the supply continues to be out of balance with
the demand (17:51-52).

Table I shavs total figures depicting the

supply and demand for teachers across the courrb:y, as described in the
Spring, 1970, National Education Association's Teacher Supply and Demand
in Public Schools report.
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TABLE I
ESTIM'-\.TED NATIOOAL SUPPLY

level & Criterion
For Estimate

Supply of
Beginning
Teachers

Demand for
Beginning
Teachers

&

DEMAND

Supply as
Per cent of
Diff.

Dem3nd

Elerrentaty School
Distribution of
new teachers
last year

89,147

72,900

+16,247

122.3

Estimated Nat'l
distribution

89,147

59,786

+29,361

149.1

89,147

256,450

-167 ,303

34.8

Distribution of
new teachers
last year

105,694

82,400

+23,294

128.3

Estimated Nat'l
distribution

105,694

78,213

+26,035

135.1

105,694

166,550

-60,856

63.5

Distribution of
new teachers
last year

194,841

155,300

+39,541

125.5

Estimated Nat'l
distribution

194,841

137,999

+56,842

141.2

194,841

423,000

-224,159

46.1

*Quality
criterion
Secondacy Sch(X)l

*Quality
criterion
Total

*Quality
criterion

*NEA's "Quality Criterion Estimate" of demand is based upon the turnover and re-entry rates of qualified experienced teachers "of recent
years," in addition to the quality levels criterion reccmrended in all
grades by the National Education Association (23:5-50).
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This sarre report surveyed state department of education personnel
to detennine the nunbers of school systems which ~re encountering
"extrerre difficulty" in filling teacher positions for 1969-70.

Table

II illustrates the critical assig:nrrent areas and number of systems
reporting shortages:
TABIE II
CRITICAL ASSIGNMENT AREAS AS REPORI'ED BY SCHOOL SYSTEMS

Assigrurent
Industrial Arts
Special Education
:Mathematics
Trade, industrial, vocational
Natural and Physical Sciences
Physical Education (waren)
Instruction of Educationally
Disadvantaged
RerrEdial Reading, Speech, Etc.
Ll.brarians
ElerrEI1tacy, regular instruction

Nunber of
Systems

Number of
Unfilled
Positions

46
29
27
21
14
11

288
627
398
116
146
167

11
9
8
2

194
205
123
1,140

(23: 7)
Research has sham that schools in the next few years will be
able to be quite selective during the recruitment of new teachers.
This poses a real problem for teacher educators.

'Iheir' s is the job

of preparing students to find errployrrent upon graduation.

Teacher

educators, in addition to deciding the limits of enrollroent in the
teacher education program, rrrust also begin to take a close look at the
relevancy of the academic fields in relation to teaching demands:

15
lli.fortunately, ti.Ire is beginning to run out an teacher education
institutions ••• teacher needs which have previously been rreasured
almJst solely in quantitative terms--the nurrbers of teachers required--will begin to be determined in qualitative terrrs: Ha,;,
desirable was the prospective teacher's preparation? ••• In order
to furnish trainees who can canpete an the open :rrarket, teacher
educators will have to sharpen up their programs and, in the najority of cases, undertake najor rrodifications (1:485).
The question na,;, rerna.ins as to what kind of rrodifications
should be made in the teacher education program.
II.

RATICNALE FOR CE.ANGE

kl.y atterrpt to rrodify the teacher education program rrrust begin
with an analyses of what is currently taking place.

Allen and l1/Ja.ck.in

believe that educators are deluding thernselves, and the public, when
they say that innovations are occurring (1: 485) • Hertzberg naintains
that the problem of teacher preparation programs is that they are not
relevant to the students, and offers the folla,;,ing reason why this is
so:
When a significant portion of the population spends several
decades in educational institutions, when they are largely insulated both fran the "real" world of rren and the under lying world
of nature, when they deal in words and ideas but not in their
effects, and when their senses other than visual and auditory are
alrrost entirely neglected, it is not surprising that they c:ry out
for "relevance" and "experience" (14:276).
Goodlad believes that colleges should stop equating education with
schooling and instead, look to the task of "humanizing" education.
Education's first question, he says, is "what kinds of human beings
do we seek?"

But even before looking toward rrodificatians in the

program, he warns that we rrrust ask fundarrental questions about where
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we are.

Good.lad's research has shown that while the advent of Sputnik

in 1957 brought revitalization to the schools and colleges, the 70's
are shatlng that educators are as confused as ever when asked to identify educational goals and objectives.

Sociological factors including

student unrest, technological advancerrents, and world political situations have reinforced the apprehension that schools in IPanY respects,
have becrne or are fast becoming obsolete.

He said that "they appear

to have been designed for a different culture, a different conception
of learning and teaching, and a different clientele" (11:82).
An

adequate supply of certified teachers rray allCM educators

to concentrate on the cbsolescence of certain educational techniques
and programs, and provide approaches to teacher trainmg which are
based on the quality of pre-service rather than the quantity of
coursework accauplished.

The rationale for enphasizmg the "qualitative"

aspect of teacher training was reinforced by Hertzberg.

She spoke to the

issue of subject matter and method and said that the "new" math, science,
languages, and social studies involve a redefinition and updating of
traditional disciplines.

The preparation program, Hertzberg stressed,

should place the enphasis on teaching through inquiry and discovery,
the provision of suitable materials for accorrplishing these ends, and
prepare teachers to use these new materials and new apparatus (14:271).
Dykstra also stressed the "quality" over the "content" of the
educational program, and pointed out that m:xiifications of traditional
approaches should not include a lCMering of standards, but "more
relevant standards."

He warned against the creation of "artificial
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scarcities" and said that the current philosophy in higher education
requirerrents involves the taking of rrore and more courses that have
"no perceivable vocational pertinence, but which ostensibly contribute

to the creation of the 'educated' man."

The premise in education,

Dykstra said, has been that the more credit hours collected, the more
effectively one can fulfill his professional responsibilities (5:98).
The current availability of certified personnel may result in
a redefinition of the teacher preparation program based upon research
which has shOtJn that teacher effectiveness has little to do with
content knavledge gained in pre-service training.

Grannis reported

that a nurrber of studies over the years have shOtJn that the corrpetency
of the teachers investigated had no positive correlation with the
arrount of courses a teacher has taken in a given area, or the teacher's
achieverrent on standardized tests.

Instead, Grannis remarked, it is

the processes involved in the learning of the subject natter, rather
than a teacher's knavledge of the curricular content which is the significant factor.

He explained that studies in all subject areas showed

the relationship between teachers' knavledge and pupils' achievenent
was proven to have little correlation, except at the secondary level
in the case of bright pupils in advanced mathematics, chemistry, and
physics.

His report, which investigated studies done over the past

thirty years, concluded by stating:
This finding is alleged to hold whether tested achieverrent or
the nurrber of courses in the najor subject is the criterion of
knavledge for the teacher, and when either pupil achievement on
tests or a supervisor's or principals' judgrrent is the criterion
of teacher effectiveness (12:292).
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Henderson stated that rather than a training program which
stresses the learning of facts and

knONn

answers to the student,

teacher educators should concentrate upon the "problem-solving"
approach during pre-service training.

He explained the difference

between the two approaches:
••• In the professional school, this neans the difference between graduating the student who has rnerrorized fonnuli, handbook

solutions, court decisims, and so forth, or an inquiring, analyzing, synthesizing, thinking stu:ient. There are obvious implications for the quality of thinking an the part of the future
practitioner and for his ability to avoid obsolescence and keep
an the forefront of knONledge in his profession (13:93).
Using the problem-solving approach, Henderson believes that professional
coursework can be based upon the following criterion:

(1) students

determine alternatives for solutions; (2) process the alternatives in
the effort to discover the best solution; and (3) subject the solution
to critical discussion and evaluatim.

This, said Henderson, utilizes

an irrportant principle of education, that is that the solutions to
problems should becare the basis of generalizations which can be applied
to novel situations (13:93).
Ll.ke Henderson, Hertzberg believes that students in the program
should be offered the opportunity to becane responsible for making
decisions concerning their course of study.

She criticized conventional

teacher preparation programs and said that rrost programs are so
structured that they denied prospective teachers experiences in practical situations.

She explained:

Each institution must, in tum, expect the stu:lent to be a
critic of his ONn education and a full partner in planning his
course of study ••• neither the state nor the profession should
continue to set standards for the preparation of teachers in those
familiar measures of credit ••• (14:284).
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Whether or not students should be allCMed to becare involved in
planning a course of study which deviates from the conventional requirerrents, is a question which ImJSt be answered by teacher educators.

The

"analysis" of the 1968-69 First Year Teacher Visitations report of
Central Washington State College referred to this controversial issue.
In the section entitled, "Recamrendatians," the following rationale
was presented, which appears to question the validity of beliefs such
as Hertzberg's urge for student involvement, and offers limitations
to this involverrent:
It has recently been proposed that college students now in
school be given an opportunity to evaluate college courses and
programs in teacher education. Fran the point of policy, such a
procedure can be supported and should be impleTIEnted. However,
there are sare limitations. First of all, it appears to take
an the aspect of a pressure tactic, the assumption being that
only by such a procedure can change be brought about. It is also
sarewhat questionable from the point of view of validity. To
paraphrase a ti.me-worn argurrent, how can those who have never
taught know what should constitute the prCXJram of pre-service
preparation for teaching?
From a professional point of view, there can be little question
about who should initiate evaluation and change: those professionals
who are charged with the responsibility for administering the program! (2:26).
The analysis to the First Year Teacher Visitations report gave
teacher educators insight into how first year teachers evaluated their
undergraduate preparation at Central.

This information, given in a

supplerrental paper to the August 18, 1969, report, analyzed data frcm
the 425 first year teachers visited.

Of these 425 first year teachers,

181, or 43.5 per cent felt they had "too little" preparation in teaching rrethods appropriate to their subject field.

One-hundred thirty, or

32.3 per cent indicated they had "too little" preparation in understanding
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the scope and sequence of curriculum in their subject field.

Acoordinq

to the analysis, a considerable proportion of the first year teachers
visited, "IIDre than one in four," were evaluating several areas of
their undergraduate preparation in teacher education as "inadequate."
These included:
••• ~thods of ~asurement and Evaluation (26.6%), Basic ~thods
of Instruction (27.3%), Use of Audio-visual and other ~ia
(25. 8%), Classrocm :Managerre:nt (28. 5%), and Curriculun Organization
and Planning (30.1%) (2:13).
Regarding these sarre teacher's suggestions for irrprovement of the
Central teacher education program, 141, or 36.7 per cent suggested
that the institution provide IOC>re direct participation in teaching
situations, and 135, or 31 per cent of these suggested longer and/or
earlier field experience and observation.

One-hundred three of the

first year teachers (26.5 per cent) surveyed reconmended irrproverrents
in "rrethods" courses.

Sorre suggestions included rrore instruction on

classroom management and discipline, rrore tine given to teaching of
reading, classrocm planning, and instruction on ha,v to "cope" with
individual differences and rrethods of evaluation.

Eiqhty-seven, or

22.6 per cent of the respondents suggested irrprovements in the education sequence courses.

AJnost half of these teachers indicated they

felt a need for "less theory, rrore practical application" in the
educational sequence (2:20).
The analysis of the re'JJC)rt stated that there were a total of
386 suggestions for irrprovement in the teacher education program,
but pointed out that conceivably, many suggestions were :rrade by the
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sane teachers and that possibly there was a considerable number of
"silent" respondents.

H01vever, the data did shoo that of the 425

respondents, there were 386 suggestions for iroprovarent in the teacher
education program, and these suggestions were given by at least 141
teachers (the highest frequency nurrber under the category, "Provide
fure Direct Participation in Teaching Situations).

At the s ~ time,

the report did sh0/17 that 43.5 per cent of the 425 teachers felt they

had too little preparation in teaching rrethods appropriate to their
subject field.
A conclusion reached through an analyses of the data of the
evaluation report stated that:
••• the fact that many sUJgestions for improving the preservice program••• confirms the conclusion that attenpts
should be made to examine the present program in light of first
year teachers problems and suggestions (2:25).
The results of the analyses of first year teacher visitations made
during 1968-69 at Central, confirm the results of other studies done
across the nation.

Fuller reports an similar investigations and

states:
• As it is reported by these investigations, what we knOlv is
that beginning teachers are concerned about class control, about
their CMrl content adequacy, about the situations in which they
teach and about evaluations by their supervisors, by their pupils
and of their pupils by themselves (9:294).

Fuller concluded that the consistency of these findings is "remarkable"
considering the different populations surveyed by nurerous crosscountry samplings (9:294).
Teacher educators, relieved of the pressures of turning out an
abundant supply of certified persons to rreet hiring demands, may now
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have the opportunity of providing training which offers rrore practical
experience to the prospective teacher.

Furthermore, since subject

natter kna.vledge is not necessarily the criterion of teacher effectiveness, the training program may na.v alla.v for a focusing upon the
developrrent of those personal characteristics of an effective teacher.
Educators tend to agree that pupil learning is rrore likely to occur
when the teacher exhibits those techniques and attitudes which encourage divergent, creative thinking on the part of the individual
students.

Hertzberg offers the suggestion that perhaps the developrrent

of those good teaching techniques is determined largely by the behavior
of the instructional staff at the undergraduate level.

In fact, accor-

ding to Hertzberg, it is the instructor which gives the student teacher
:rrore "tools for teaching" than the content of the academic course.

She

believes that teacher educators are reluctant to recognize the uniqueness of their responsibilities as "nod.els" to prospective teachers:
The teachers of teachers became, whether they will it or not,
Ha.v
his instructors teach, their relationships with their students,
their view of society, their 0tm carrmit:Irent to their craft, their
respect for themselves, their understanding and knavledge of the
transition which the student teacher is undergoing--all these and
nany rrore factors assurre an imrediate personal inportance for him
(14:279).
rrodels whan he [prospective teacher] watches with a new eye.

Along with a general over-supply of certified teachers, there
rerna.ins a critical shortage in certain areas.

These areas of shortage

have occurred because of the many innovative programs undertaken at
the federal level, and directed mainly to minority group, handicapped,
and disadvantaged children.

Ragan and Henderson are convinced that
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the biggest problem facing public school systems as they attenpt
both to inpleirent the new curricula developed by projects at the
national level and to adopt innovations in organization is the lack
of teachers who are prepared for these new approaches.

They con-

cluded that "a new type of teacher education is the rrost needed refonn in public education tcxlay" (19:186).

Agreeing with Hertzberg,

Ragan and Henderson also errphasized the inportance of technique and
behavior on the part of teacher educators as a prime factor in preparing teachers for conterrporary school needs.

They said that

ex[?eriences as students in pre-service training should give the
prospective teacher first-hand knowledge of team-teaching, a nongraded approach, and other innovative techniques.

The new teacher

education should allCM for careful selection of candidates for the
profession.

The authors stressed the inportance of the selection pro-

cess, and said that selection is "perhaps as inportant as the courses
the students take."

They continued their concern by stating that if

a student has a firm desire to teach, if he has a positive image of
self, if he has a genuine interest in people, he is quite likely to
becare a successful teacher, as long as he has had thorough preparation.

"If he lacks these basic qualities, rarely will he becare a

successful teacher, no matter how thorough the curriculum to which
he has been subjected" (19:186).
In essence, authorities tend to agree that traditional teacher
preparation program:; are not relevant to conterrporary social and
technological circmnstances.

Teacher educators are being directed to
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re-evaluate training programs in light of the trends in teacher supply
and demand which ,;,vill enable hiring school districts to be quite
selective in their choice of persOIU1el.

The training program, no

loo.ger coo.cemed ,;,vi.th the quantity of candidates available, can ooncentrate on the quality of the teachers produced, and the type of
training new teachers will need to provide the expertise required in
certain areas of the curriculum.
III.

INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO 'IEACHER EDUCATICN

A review of current literature shaved that there are innovative teacher preparation programs taking place which atterrpt to
offer candidates a practicable, longer training period.

Many of

these programs are concerned with the processes of learning rather
than academic content knCMledge.
One such atterrpt to offer practical experience to prospective
teachers beginning with their freshman year in college has been undertaken by educators at the University of Illinois.

For years, teacher

trainees at Illinois have been oo:rrplaining that "plunging into a
serrester of practice teaching after seven serresters of classes is
like being thrCMil into the lion's den" (3:3-4).

FollCMing is a

breakdCMil of the early experiential program being instigated at
that university:
1.

In a special program, teacher-trainees get classroom experience

from the beginning of their college careers.
volunteer to take freshmen on as helpers.

Local teachers
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2.

The student teachers sarretilres tutor children in math or reading;
sarretirres they prepare and teach actual lessons.

3.

Classroom participation time is carefully integrated with the
student teachers' lecture-discussion classes. Concepts learned
in Histo:ry and Philosophy of Education, for example, can be
applied in an actual classroom the following week. Problems encountered in the school-roan can be aired inmediately at the
University (3:3-4).

According to W. L. Shoemaker, director of Illinois' alternate teacher
education program, all area schools that participated in the initial
program (1968-69 school year) asked to be included again for the
caning year (3:4).
Stanford University will initiate an "Interdisciplina:ry"
approach to education in Human Biology, starting Fall Quarter, 1970.
This program carbines rredical, biological, and behavioral sciences as
a

II

first step tcMard a new intellectual discipline that will seek

solutions to problems of human adaptation to the environrrent.

The

11

program will not include courses designed to teach about specific
facts regarding issues such as birth control or pollution, rather
instructors will "inculcate into the student the awareness of social
and biological proolerrs and a desire to learn enough to be capable
of doing sanething about them" (15:6).

Braneld also proposes a

"cross-cutting" integrative curriculum not only for prospective educators, but at the seconda:ry school level as well.

Such a program

approach would require a :mini.rrn.:rrn of one-half of the entire student's
tirre devoted to the course curriculum outside the classroam.

He

believes that education today must be geared to the interfusing and
evolving character of nature, "including human nature," which compels
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educators to recognize the invalidity of rrere text-book learning.
Briefly, his rrodel includes one-half tirre devoted to practical experience in the "laborato:ry" of direct participation with people and
insti tutians.

He affirrrs that this phase must always be with the

close support of teacher-consultants who are equipped to deal with
whatever situations or issues that are jointly selected for analysis
and prognosis.

Experiences should be varied~ and Brarreld offers

travel, work in a carmunity, contact arrong anthropologists, sociologists, natural and social resource agencies, etc. , as examples of the
learning experiences which could be planned for an individual's workstudy course outline (4:346-348).
Brarreld's training proposal concurs with the suggesticns of
those previously rrentioned authorities who advocate a training program based upon the processes of learning and the use of problem-solving techniques.

Foshay warns that the ccncept of field-oriented

learning will more than likely be rejected by many in education.

He

\\eilt on to say that "the idea that the function of instructicn is to
develop in the student's mind several rrodes of inqui:ry is one of the
ve:ry rare new ideas to have taken root in instruction" (8:349).
H0,vever, there are examples of sare field-oriented teacher
training programs which have been underway for sane period of tirre,
and that are, apparently, ve:r:y successful in terrrs of teacher training
and institutional acceptance.

Central Washington State College has

undertaken such a, training program in an atterrpt to prepare teachers
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to work effectively with children in the rural and urban poverty areas.
Taking place in the agricultural area of the Yakima Indian Reservation,
and the central urban area of Seattle, the teacher training programs
have been in effect for the past two years.

For a period of thirty-

two weeks, prospective teachers are involved in work experiences
within the corrmunity, and interfuse academic coursework in psycholCXJY,
sociolCXJY, and education with practical first-hand kna-vledge of students and families within the carrmunities.

The purpose of the two

programs is to prepare teachers to work with disadvantaged and minority
groups of the country and city.

The Urban program is located in an

area wherein presently, social upheavel is exhibited by the high
turnover of teachers in the central area schools, student de:rronstrations, and the errergence of "paver" groups such as the Black Panthers.
Prospective teachers who train in the midst of these circumstances
have the experience of identifying the needs of the oornrrnmity and
becorre actively aware of sorre of the problems facing educators.

The

rural program, through the Center for the Study of Migrant and Indian
Education at Toppenish, prepares students for teaching in classroans
having high concentrations of ~can-Arrerican, Indian, and children
of migrato:ry farm workers.
Both projects begin the thirty-two week program with a threeday comrrunications workshop.

At this tine, participants begin to

meet one another and develop those skills necessa:ry for corrmunicating
with children and adults of diverse ethnic backgrounds.

During the

nonth of August, students meet either in Seattle for the Urban
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program, or Toppenish if they are enrolled in the rural program.

At

that tine, participants spend one rronth working in the corrmunity.

Such

work experience nay involve se:r:ving as aides in Head Start or day care
centers, working in industry (business or agriculture) , or in the case
of the rural program, working as laborers in the fields or elsewhere
on the reservation.

During September, students observe and serve as

aides in the classroom.

Fall quarter, courses in the educational

seg:uence take place at the centers, while students continue to serve
actively in classroorrs as aides.

Student teaching for one quarter

culminates the thirty-two week process.
Directors of both programs believe that student, teacher, and
administrative personnel involved ove:rwheJmingly endorse these student teaching programs as being "rrore" effective in the preparation
of teachers, than traditional programs.

However, docurrented evalu-

ations of the programs were not available at the time of this writing.
An innovative teacher preparation program, which enphasized

the processes of teaching and learning rather than the quantity of
undergraduate coursework, was instigated at Indiana University in
1963.

'Ihe "Insite" -- Instructimal Systems in Teacher Education --

project was financed prirrarily by a grant fran the Ford Foundation.
Arthur Rice, forrrer executive coordinator of the program said one
ma.in purpose of the project was to prove that Insite methods and

procedures could prepare better classroan teachers in less tine and
with less cost to the student than traditional methods.

Both
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elerrentary and secondary majors carpleted undergraduate certification
and their master's degree requirements in the continuing prOJram'Which
lasted four years and three summers (20:47).
After entering the program, students took a battery of tests
that gave info:rma.tion regarding their personalities, intelligence,
abilities, and other personal characteristics.

Personnel in the pro-

ject believe that the findings fran these tests will prove valuable
if further follow-up studies are made on the continuing achievement
of Insite graduates once errployed as teachers.

The project contained

the following five major features:

1.

Seminars that gave broad overviews of the natural sciences, the
social sciences, and the humanities.

2.

The Acroclinical Semester, a professional semester, in 'Which
students took course work in the psychology of learning and methods
of teaching and also had actual practice in teaching.

3.

A serrester of resident teaching (internship) in which participants
received full salaries as beginning teachers and earned credits
toward their master's degrees.

4.

A return to the canpus after a semester of resident teaching, for
an experimental pattern of graduate studies related to and building upon the intern's actual experiences as a beginning teacher.

5.

The Creative Arts Workshop, for prospective elementary teachers
only, in which students learned about music, art, and games and
how to use this knowledge to create learning situations for
elerrentary school children (20:47).

Personnel in the project reported that the Acroclinical Semester proved
to be one of the rrost innovative parts of the Insite activities.

The

university laboratory schools provided the setting for both the elerrentary and secondary groups.

In the large building complex, those

participants in the teacher preparation program were able to observe
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children and then to be with them in teaching situations.

During

this phase of the prograrn 1 elerrentary and secondary divisions had
the services of faculty from the School of Education, including full
professors, teaching associates, graduate assistants, and consultants.

Classroom teachers at the schools also vX:>rked with the Insite

students who observed or taught in their classes.

During this time,

students took :rrethods courses, received training in audiovisual techniques and began to have student teaching experiences.

They also

had experience in the use of micro-teaching as well as the constant
observation and evaluation of their work by the entire faculty at all
tines.

Although students visited schools in their conmunities before

starting the Acroclinical Serrester, they still need the experience
of learning about the great variety of programs and problems connected
with public schools.

In an effort to counteract this, the project

re-created actual school situations that offered Insite students
vicarious experience.

Local public school systems vX:>rked with Insi te

r:ersonnel to develop a s:ilnulation program.

They used motion pictures,

slides, and tape recordings of events in the schools to enable Insite
stuients to relive the experiences of students and teachers in these
locales.

To supplerrent this learning, prospective teachers were

given exanples of school work done by students from the classrooms of
the public schools.

They were also given copies of case histories and

records of students enrolled for purposes of analyses.

Caution was

taken to protect the identity of all public school subjects used
(20:47).
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Through these simulated sessions, the prospective teachers
hypothesized teaching situations for lCM-incorne or minority groups
"with whom they otherwise would not have come into contact."

Activities

included extensive role-playing, particularly in areas involving professional ethics, carmunity relations, and problems of discipline and
classroan rnanagerrent (20:47).
An

aspect particularly rewarding, according to participants and

personnel, involved the close association students found with other
prospective teachers during the Acroclinical Serrester.

Rice noted:

••• 'Ihey could help eadl other in role playing, in planning,
and in sharing each other's successes. In truth, In.site becaire
sorrewhat of a school within the school in which friendships
developed arrong the students and the participating faculty :rrembers. "Togetherness" was the word that students used rrost often
to express their feelings about the entire In.site project--and
especially the Acroclinical Serrester (20: 48) •
l-bre than 150 prospective teachers were involved in the experinent.
Upon graduating, these people received their master's along with B/A

certification.

'Ihe 150 teachers taught their first year in five

different states, and 23 school districts.

Evaluations from the dis-

tricts were received indicating that all graduates received ratings
of "superiorllor "far above average" from school administrators.
Evaluations shCMed that In.site graduates:
1.

Shaved a high degree of innovative and creative ability

2.

Ierronstrated a capacity for self-analysis, continually attenpting
to assess hav their efforts were succeeding with particular
groups of children

3.

Shaved an openness to criticism and suggestions

4.

Appeared secure about their role and responsibilities as teachers
(20:48).
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Insite received a 1969 Distinguished Ach.ievenent Award from the
Arrerican Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, and the presentation noted that the "real irrpact of the program is evident in the
nurrber of new projects it has generated and continues to generate
am:ng the faculty" (20:48).
llire and more professional organizations are joining individual
attenpts such as that of Insite, to develop guidelines and procedures
which will generate new concepts and new projects in teacher training.
The current focus upon teacher perfonnance and "accountability" is
leading to reforns in teacher preparation programs which stress teacher
conpetencies in specific areas rather than graduating sheer nurrbers of
certified personnel.

In this light, the Washington State I:lepartrrent of

Public Instruction, in conjtmction with Washington Education Associations and other professional agencies are initiating teacher education
refonn through the standards presented in the Fourth Draft (Staterrent
of Standards for Preparation of School Professional Personnel leading
to Certification) • This docunent is an attenpt to provide a fra.rrework
wherein certification will be closely related to c::orrpetency on the part
of the individual teacher.

Basically, the Fourth Draft defines the

folla.ving processes and procedures for the preparation of school
professional personnel:

1.

Professional preparation should continue throughout the career
of the practitioner.

2.

School organizations and professional associations, as well as
colleges and tmiversities, should be recognized as preparation
agencies.
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3.

Discussions about preparation should :be based upon perfonnance;
perfonnance in relation to stated objectives and the world of the
practitioner.

4.

Preparation and career developrrent programs should be individualized
(25:2).
The fourth Draft identifies three general types of certifi-

cation: (1) Teacher Certification -- for the primary role of teaching
school administration; (2) Educational Staff Associate Certification -for the primary role of specialized assistance to the educational program, such as counseling, nursing, etc.; and (3) Administrator Certification -- for the primary role of general school administration
(25:2).
The specific fonns of these three general kinds of certification
are:

1.

Preparatory certificate: A certificate to authorize preparatory
experiences with children, youth, and adults in school or schoolrelated settings which lead to "initial" certification.

2.

Initial Certificate: A certificate which authorizes initial school
service in a particular role as a staff intern, when the person is
ready to begin assuming sare independent responsibility for clients.

3.

Continuing Certificate: A certificate which authorizes school
service on a continuing or career basis.

4.

Consultant Certificate: A certificate for those who qualify for
roles which contribute to professional preparation and to the improverrent of instruction. This certificate is optional; that is,
available to persons who hold a 'continuing' certificate and
desire to qualify (25:2).

These new state standards govern the developrrent of preparation programs rather than stipulate their content or extent of the programs.
One unique aspect of the new standards is that they are "processoriented rather than cmtent-oriented;"

that the standards themselves
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are performance standards for the agencies and agents which must establish behavioral criteria for preparation programs; errphasize and encourage change in teacher preparation programs; and place evaluation
in a proper perspective as "an integral part of self-assessrrent, selfdeveloprrent, and self-inprovement" (25:3).
The Education Professions Developrrent Act (EPDA), Public Law
90-35, has allaved Washington educators to explore and initiate sorre
pilot projects for training teachers.

Washington's grant for Part

B(2) programs of the EPDA Act to provide for specialized areas of
local teacher and aide shortages by bringing into teaching, persons
from the carrmunity who have not previously been in education, resulted
in seven B-2 projects during the 1969-70 school year.

Teacher trainees,

for the nost part, were college graduates who did not canplete any
education courses, but who feel they want to

beCOire

teachers.

Briefly,

these seven projects included: (1) preparing nine instructional aides
to work in libraries of rural schools; (2) prepare five teachers to
work in middle schools; (3) prepare nine teachers to work in differentiated staff arrangerrents--secondary and elementary: music, math,
science, and social studies; (4) prepare twelve teachers for instruction
in schools in the Central Area of Seattle; (5) prepare ten teachers and
ten aides to work in schools designed around individualized instruction,

continuous progress, and team teaching--elementa:ry; (6) prepare twenty
teachers and five aides to work in schools with high populations of
children from culturally different backgromids--elerrentary; and (7)
prepare eight teachers and four aides to rreet shortages in remote,
rural schools--elementa:ry and jmiior high (25:4).
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The State of Washington is also participating in the TripleT Project of the U. S. Office of Education.

Triple-T denotes the

"Training of Teacher Trainers" and in effect, it rreans that teachers
in training, supervisors and principals, and college professors in
graduate schools should work together to develop carmon and practical
programs of teacher preparation.

The Office of the State Superintendent

of Public Instruction submitted a proposal to support the funding
of several pilot programs which would (1)

t:J:y

out the concepts of the

Fourth Draft; (2) develop expertise in using perfonnance objectives
with staff developnent; (3) provide liaison a:rrong colleges, school
organizations and professional associations; and (4) bring about a
rreans of carnmmicating the rationale for changing certification procedures to the citizens of the state (25:5).

A limited a:rrount of

federal funding provided by the 1969 Congress resulted in a reduction
of the original Washington 'ITT proposal; ho.vever, sane activities
have received financial support.

These inclme two projects dealing

with the preparation of counselor educators who will subsequently
staff programs in schools for preparatory, initial and continuing
certificate holders.

A project was also funded to select and train

three staff developrrE11.t coordinators--field representatives of the
Office of Public Instruction who help coordinate collegiate-school
organization-professional association collaborative enterprises.
Included in the funding of the innovative projects are two one-week
seminars on writing perfonnance objectives; six two-day seminars on
teacher education; the support of two advanced graduate students in
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education to work with educational institutions and agencies as they
begin to develop perfomance-based programs; and the support of a
project administrator in the state office (25:5).
Ccx.:,perative, inter-agency directions in teacher preparation
in the State of Washington include a program at Seattle University's
School of Education.

A "tri-partite" rocx:lel has been evolved which

includes participation in the project between the University and
en-ploying schools--and professional associations.

Basic corrponent.s

of the project involve:
1.

• • • preparation of Head Start instructional and supervisory
personnel. This is a "ladder" design which provides orderly and
sequential development of early childhood personnel. The program
starts with aides who have less than high school degrees and continues through to instructional supervisors who possess the master's
degree.

2.

"New Careers Program" which prepares paraprofessionals in a nurrber
of fields, including education. Aides in this program can continue their preparation ta.vard a bachelor's degree and full
teacher certification.

3.

Irrplementation of a new professional sequence in both elementary
and secondary teacher preparation. This sequence makes possible
an earlier and nore extensive involvement of the prospective
teacher with the experienced, practicing teachers, schools, students, and professional associations.

4.

The "application and practice"--centered program of graduate
studies. This program encarpasses guidance, administration,
vocational counseling, curriculum and adult education, and will
be kept current and relevant through the establishrrent of perfomance criteria evolved from the internships conducted in
many Washington schools. An intensive study of oojectives and
criteria will be conducted cooperatively with local school districts (25:7).
At the University of Washington, educators are taking advantage

of the present teacher supply market to initiate a training program
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which errphasizes candidate selectivity and field-oriented pre-service
activities.

The Dean's Task Force on Teacher Education recently com-

pleted a study of the existing teacher preparation program and issued
a position paper that suggests priorities for program developrrent, as
well as a system to facilitate proposals for change.

Planned for

irrplerrentation in the near future, the recomrendations consist of:
admissions program based on well-defined criteria.

1.

An

2.

A predetennined enrollment geared to available collegiate, human,
and physical resources.

3.

A specified time m::xiule to which the student corrrnits himself on a
full-time basis.

4.

A multiple-track system to accomrrodate persons with diverse backgrounds and to prepare persons for differentiated roles and
conditions.

5.

A perfo:rmance based, field-centered approach that provides for the
integration of theo:ry and practice.

6.

A close working relationship of the enterprise concerned, which
includes students, faculty, field and carmunity representation
(25: 7).

The basic purpose of the new approach to teacher preparation, according to Fred Giles, Dean of the University's School of Education, is
to "move away from what has been a closed system to an open system

that provides several programs to accanmodate a range of student needs
and interests" (25:7).
George Brain, Dean of the College of Education at Washington
State University, reported that faculty nembers are re-assessing
goals of the education program, and examining whether or not the traditional curriculum base can adequately prepare prospective teachers
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for cantenporary roles.

He stated:

Consideration is being given to the developrrent of new curriculum alternatives--:for exanple, curriculum organized around
aesthetics, technology, human relations and camrunications.
The differentiated staffing concept is being carefully analyzed for inplications pertinent to the preparation of educational
specialists. This entails an investigation of the new and specialized educational roles that are eirerging and the develop:oont of
preparation programs to prepare educational specialists for these
new roles (25:8).
Brain explained another innovative aPproach being examined for potential
inpleirentatian at Washington State University--the develoµnent of
"learning resource managers."

Prospective teachers are being "system-

atically" instructed in the utilization of technology and the inpact
that educational technology will have an changing their functions as
teachers in the classroan.

'Ihe errphasis is an having teachers and

other educational specialists assurre greater roles in the developrent
and irrproverrent of "soft ware" instructional materials.

Presently,

these innovative approaches are in the planning stages at Washington
State University (25:8).
As

pointed out earlier, increased federal flmding to schools

with high populations of disadvantaged children, has resulted in
teacher training programs designed to equip teachers with the knCMledge and skills to work with these children.

The Depa.rt:Irent of

Education at Eastern Washington State College is presently involved in
a project designed for the "Irrproveirent of Catpetencies of Teachers in
Rural Areas."

This project, with sixteen sub-projects, is competency

based, field-centered, and behaviorally oriented.
total project includes the follCMing:

A surrmary of the
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1.

A program to serve Indian, Eskim:>, and rural youth to inprove student educational experiences through special preparation prograrrs
designed to meet the unique needs of these minority groups.

2.

Objectives include field experiences for prospective beginning
teachers in rural settings, on Indian reservations and in Eskim:>
villages.

3.

To re-train teachers, presently errployed, to work rrore effectively
with students caning from diverse ethnic and econanic backgrounds
(24:9).

The project at Eastern also includes the preparation of teacher aides
indigenous to the rural areas.

Eastern has a cooperative agreement

with Central Washington State College, and during the 1969-70 school
year, prospective teachers from Eastern participated in Central I s
student teaching program at the Migrant and Indian Center in Toppenish
(25:9).

A redefinitioo of the training program based upoo quality
perfonnance has enabled prospective teachers at Seattle Pacific to
enroll in field-centered, undergraduate curriculum to begin practical
experiences in a classroom during the sophonore year.

The training

sequence involves a professional quarter at each of the sopharore,
junior and senior years of oollege.

Students are assigned to public

schools for laborato:ry experiences during this professional quarter.
'Ihis program allCMS, anong other basic objectives, the student to
assess his own characteristics through "self-study" and actual experiences with children in order to reach a preference in regard to
age levels to teach, and preferred subject natter.

A similar program

wherein students begin practical experiences in the classroom during
their sophonore year and continuing on through certificatioo, is also
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underway at the University of Puget Sound.
Apparently, many colleges and universities in Washington State
are utilizing the conditions·of the teacher employrrent market to concentrate training on earlier and longer practice in a classroan,
behaviorally-based performance techniques, and specialized canpetencies,
nav that the general demand for :rrere quantities of staffing is over.
IV.

STRATEGY FDR CHAN'GE

While mmy authorities have spoken out for the need for educational change in teacher preparation programs based upon inplications
of supply and demand, as well as current sociological and technological
advances, little strategy to accarplish change has been delineated in
literature.

Carplex situations arise even if agreerrent for change

is reached by teacher educators, as pointed out by Allen and Mackin:
••• If there was agreerrent in a college of education that certain methcxls courses were no longer necessa:cy, hav would the change
be made, i.e., hav could you p:cy them loose from the other variable

involved--certification requirem:mts, credits needed, and the like?
Or consider the objections against intrcxiucing differentiated
staffs: The schools argue that they cannot inplerrent a differentiated staff without the specially trained personnel, while the
teacher education institutions insist that it is futile to train
such personnel if positions do not exist in the schools for them
to fill (1:486).
In an effort to expedite changes in teacher education, the
Ccmnission on Education for the Teaching Profession of the National
Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC)
undertook a study in 1969 to detennine the extent of change advocated
by deans of education, and to develop a strategy for inplem:mtation.
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Institutions presently belonging to NASULGC graduate approximately 28
per cent of the certified teachers in the nation.

Representatives of

the teacher education programs ccnposed the cCillIIlission study, entitled
"The Requiren:ents of Teacher Education in the Next Decade."

The

requirerrents were based upon responses fran personnel and examinations
of teacher preparation programs acorss the country, in light of the
inpact of technology on teaching and advocacy for change.

As

a result

of the study, a "resounding" mandate for change has been issued for
collective consensus of goals and activities of rrenber institutions.
A nation-wide Seven Year Teacher Education Study is unde:rway, with
1976, the 200th anniversary of the nation's independence, serving as
the tenninal date (20:487).
The basic canponents of the plan call for "fundamental and
systematic revisions in major programs of teacher education" through a
gradual, yearly system for restructuring.

'lhe proposal asks parti-

cipating institutions to undergo the follc:wing phases of revision:

1.

Effective Septerrber, 1970, 10 per cent of the resources contributing to the education of teachers, both personnel and support
rronies, be set aside for use by teacher education study groups to
be established on each canpus.

2.

'Ihese resources would be used to conceptualize experimental programs and to develop i.nplen:entation rrechanisms.

3.

During this initial developrrental phase, lasting two years, no
students 'NOUld be enrolled in the errerging programs.

4.

Beginning September, 1972, 10 per cent of the prospective teachers
'NOuld be selected to participate in the new pilot :rrodels.
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5.

During this and subsequent years, additional resources would be
added to the teacher education study in direct proportion to the
percentage of students enrolled, i.e., 10 per cent added to the
planning reserve for the academic year 1972.

6.

In each succeeding year, a minimum of 10 per cent of the teacher
population would be added until half of the teachers being prepared on each canpus would be under new programs by September,
1976 (20:487).
A major aspect of the Seven Year Plan is the development of

"policy" groups charged with the responsibility of directing the
developrrent of alternative programs on each campus.

The ccmnission

recomnended that students and personnel outside the school of education,
but involved in the teacher education process, be active :m:mbers of the
policy groups.

Representatives fran these campus policy groups will

help conprise a National Study Group which would coordinate all experiIren.tal efforts and encourage institutions to collaborate on the refinerrent of proposed new models.

This National Stu:iy Group would also

serve to facilitate the dissemination of results of pilot programs
and alternative projects.

To acconplish this, campus policy groups

are encouraged to allocate one-tenth of the initial ten per cent of
funds for use by the National Policy Group (20: 487) •
Recent ratification of the above plan for rrodifying teacher
education program, was given by representatives of menber institutions.
Washington was represented by George Brain, Washington State University, who voted to ratify the Seven Year Plan (20:488).

The

Seven Year Plan is an endeavor on a nation-wide scale to undertake
changes in teacher education that will enable individual institutions
to acconplish :modifications by a unified process, rather than independently.
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V.

SUMMARY OF THE CHAPI'ER

Research has indicated that while the supply of certified
teachers is increasing, the demand appears to be decreasing.

However,

there will continue to be a need for teachers trained in specialized
areas and there is a definite shortage of qualified teachers in mathematics, natural and physical sciences, industrial arts, special education, vocational-technical subjects, wanen' s physical education,
elerrentary school librarian, ele:rrentary school guidance counselor,
and other assignment areas such as reiredial reading and speech
therapy.
Authorities in education, sociology, and various other disciplines provided a rationale for changing teacher preparation programs
fran the traditional rrethodology, and the reoccurring theme of
"relevancy" characterized such rationale.
A review of literature showed that innovations and variations
to

traditional teacher training prograrrs were taking place in an

effort to rreet the special needs of diverse ethnic groups, carpetencybased program objectives, and teacher accountability and selectivity.
Special errphasis was given to those training programs currently
taking place in the State of Washington.

A report of a national

cooperative plan for revising teacher education programs was presented
which explained the strategies for change as outlined in the Seven
Year Plan rrodel.

CHAPTER III
Mfil'HODS AND PROCEDURES
The purpose of the study was to detenn:ine whether or not 1969
education graduates from Central Washington State College found employable positions for which they had trained.

The study attempted to

discover if their major academic field of preparation was relevant
to the open market, as indicated by their job placerrent assignment.
Records from the office of the Director of Placement Activities
and the office of the Registrar, were used to compile the data.

A

listing of 1969 graduates from the office of the Registrar was used
to cross-check with the "Disposition of Teacher candidates" list
from the college placerrent service.

It was discovered that first-

year evaluations of Central graduates were made from the Disposition
list, rather than the Registrar's list of 1969 graduates.

The reason

for this was that the Disposition list included the type and geographical locale of job placerrents of any graduate who desired the services
of the office.

This record enabled the first-year evaluations of

beginning teachers to take place.

Since not all students who gained

certification and graduated in 1969 utilized the services of the Place:rrent Office, these students were not included on the Disposition list.
Furtherrrore, the Disposition list of graduates seeking employma:nt through
the Placerrent Office also included the n.anes of the total number of
applicant teachers, whether first-year graduates or not, who used the
services of the Placerrent Office to find employrrent.
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Since in sorre cases, the person seeking enploynent through the
Placernent Office was shCMU on the Disposition list in a field area
other than his undergraduate major, it was decided to use the student's
academic major as recorded by the Registrar's Office, rather than the
major listed on the Disposition list.

These instances were ver:y

feii

and did not occur often.
In all, there were 879 Central Washington State College
graduates ootaining a B/A Degree in Education during 1969.

The gradu-

ating year 1969, included those graduating Fall, 1968; Winter, 1969;
Spring, 1969; and Sumrer, 1969.
An

examination of the records shaved that there were graduates

of whom the college had no record of job placerrent.

Obviously, these

graduates did not use the services of the college Placerrent Office,
and if they found enployrrent, found it by other rreans.

Ever:y effort

was made to ascertain the teaching positions of these graduates outside of writing to their hane addresses as listed when former students.
The Office of the State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Teacher
Certification and Placerrent, was contacted in an effort to locate the
teaching positions of these graduates.

Many of these graduates were

listed with the state office, and consequently, all but 130 of the
879 graduates were accounted for in the final analysis.

The gradu-

ates for whan there were no records of j oo placement were included in
the carpilation of data under their academic major field, level of
certification, etc., and listed under the categor:y, "No Information."
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The 879 graduates were charted and categorized under the major
academic field, indicating their area of placerrent, sex, certification
levels, and other data relevant to their 1970 errployrrent status. Those
graduates who were found to be teaching in an area outside their major
or recamended minor, were designated as "Misplaced."

caution was

given to not arbitrarily assign a graduate in this category unless the
teaching area was obviously corrpletely unrelated to his undergraduate
fields of preparation and/or certification level.
Since available records sha.ved inconsistency in designating
students as graduating in certain major fields, i.e., listing MusicBroad Area graduates as MuSic graduates, it was decided to carbine
these particular majors where inconsistencies were frequently found.
'Ihose fields affected by this categorization included: Music-Broad
Area, Music; Business Education-Broad Area, Business Education, Plan
!_, Business Education, Plan·. II; and Art, and Art-Broad Area.

Individual tables for each of the twenty-nine major academic
fields chosen by 1969 graduates for undergraduate teacher training
-were used to su:rrmarize information.

Data from the twenty-nine tables

were used to analyze and draw conclusions, irrplications, and offer
reccrrnrendations for further study.

CHAPI'ER IV

PRESENTATICN OF THE DATA
To determine the en:ploy:rrent status of the 1969 Central Washington State College education graduates, and their positions within or
outside their major academic areas, data was carrpiled for each graduate
and listed in Tables by academic major.

The 879 graduates undertook

teaching preparation in twenty-nine undergraduate fields.

These

tables are shCMn in the Appendix, page 62.
Table III sumnarizes the status of the 1969 graduates.

As

shCMn, of those graduating, conplete follav-up on their 1969-70 en:ployrrent status was accarrplished for all but 130 students.

There was no

record of these graduates teaching in Washington during the 1969-70
school year, according to Teaching Certification and Placement personnel in Olynpia, or at Central.

Therefore, 14 per cent of the gradu-

ates were assurred not to be teaching in this state, or in the case of
female graduates who married after graduation, not under their recorded
maiden names.
Of the graduates, 71 per cent were placed in teaching their
first year.

Forty-seven per cent of the graduates in education were

rren, and 53 per cent were wonen.

Elerrentary certification was given

to 43 per cent of the graduates, with the remaining 57 per cent certified at the secondary level.

Only 20 per cent of the rren elected to

becarre certified for elerrentary school, with 80 per cent receiving
seoondary certification.

Of the waren graduates, 57 per cent were
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TABLE III
SUMMARY OF TOI'AL 1969 EDOCATICN GRADUATES: LEVEIS
OF CERI'IFICATICN, PLACED IN TEACHING,
AND l?OSITICNS IN MAJOR FIELD

'IOTALS

Nurrber of
Graduates

STATUS

Graduates
Men - 359 (47%)

Per Cent of
Graduates

Waren - 520 (53%)

879

100

Elerrentary Certification
Men - 82 (22%)
Warren - 296 (78%)

378

43

Secondary Certification
Men - 277 (55%)
Waren - 224 (45%)

501

57

Placed in Teaching

624

71

In Reccmrended Major

300

34

In Recomrended Minor

302

34

22

3

573

65

out of State

51

6

Unplaced

56

6

Graduate School

23

3

Military Service

11

1

3

-*

32

4

130

14

Misplaced
Placed in Washington

Horrernaking

Other Errployrrent
No Information

* less than 1 per cent
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certified at the elerrentacy grade level, and 43 per cent at the seoonda:t:y level.

Table IV describes the total nurrber of graduates from each of
the twenty-nine major academic fields.

As

shCMn, six ma.jor academic

areas carprised 50 per cent of the graduating students.

These major

fields were: Social Science (112), English (70), Histoi:y (68), M:m's
Physical Education (68), Art (64), and Language Arts (56).

less than

1 per cent of the graduates majored in nine academic areas.

These

areas included Special Education, Geography, Chemisti:y, Eoonomics,
Politi cal Science, Early Childhood Education, Physics, Earth Science,
and Technology and Industrial Education - Broad Area.
Table V denotes those graduates -wllo are teaching as ranked by
highest per cent teaching per academic area.

Except for the one

graduate in Technology and Industrial Education who is apparently not
teaching, the table shCMS that in twenty-five major fields, at least
58 per cent of the 1969 graduates went into teaching their first
year.
Table VI shavs the per cent of graduates -wllo fotmd employ:rrent
assignments in their major academic fields.

As

indicated, 100 per

cent of the Industrial Arts, Physics, and Political Science majors
were employed in positions for which they had major preparation.
At least 80 per cent of the teaching graduates were placed in their
academic majors in Special Education, Waren• s Physical Education,
Business Education, Home-Economics (Broad Area), and Foreign
Languages.
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TABIE IV
GRADUATES RANKED BY ACADEMIC .MP.JOR

ACADEMIC

FIEID
Social Science
English
Histo:ry
P. E. - M=n
Art
Language Arts

Psychology
Hare Economics
Harre Economics - Broad Area
P. E. - Waren
Business Education
Music
Mathematics
Sociology
Industrial Arts
Biological Science
Science
Foreign Language
Speech Therapy
Speech & Drama
Special Education
Geography
Cllemist:ry
Ecananics
Political Science
Early Cllildhood Education
Physics
Earth Science
Technology & Industrial Education

* less than 1 per cent

NUMBER OF
GRADUATES
112
70
68
68
64
56
51
51
41
40
34
34
30
28
21
20
19
14
13
12
7
6
4
4
4
3
3
1
1

PER CENT OF
GRADUATES

13
8
8
8
7
6
6
6
5
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1

-*
-*
-*
-*
-*
-*
-*
-*
-*

50

80

95

100
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TABIE V
GRADUA'IES WHO TAlG!T DURING 1969-70

GRADUATES:
ACADEMIC MAJOR

Earth Science
MJsic
Language Arts
Speech Therapy
Science
Speech & Drama
Mathema.tics
Social Science
Industrial Arts
Chemistry
P. E. - M=n
P. E. - Waren

Special Education
English
Foreign Language
Biological Science
Psychology
Sociology
Business Education
Early Olildhood Education
Geography
Physics
History
Hare Economics

NUMBER TEACHING

=

879

PER CENT TEACHING

1

100

31

90
88
85

49

11
16
10
25
88
16
3

50
29
5

50
10

14
35
19
23
2

4
2

43

32

Art

37

Economics - Broad Area
Econanics
Political Science
Totals

17

Hare

N

1
1
(624)

84

83
83
78

75
75
74
72

71
71
71
70
68
68
67
67
67
67
63
63
58
41
25
25
(71)
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TABLE VI
1969 EDUCATICN GRADUATES RANKED BY HIGHEST
PER CENT 'IE.ACHING IN MAJOR FIELD

ACADEMIC

NUMBER OF

MAJOR

GRAOOATFS

Industrial Arts
Physics
Political Science
Foreign Language
Hone Ee. (Broad)
Business Education
P. E. - Worren
Special Ed.
P. E. - Men
Music
Mathernatics
English
Bio. Science
Speech Therapy
Science
Early 01.ild. Ed.
Art

History
Hone Econanics
Chemistry
Ceography
Speech & Drama
* Social Science
* Language Arts
Sociology
Earth Science
Economics
'I'eGh. & Indus. Ed.
Psychology
TorALS

21
3
4
14
41
34
40
7
68
34
30
70
20
13
19
3
64
68
51
4
6
12
112
56
28
1
4
1
51
879

% OF 00.
IN 'IEACHING TEACHING
IN MAJOR
%
NO.

16
2
1
10
17
23
29
5
50
31
25
50
14
11
16
2
37
43
32
3
4
10
88
49
19
1
1
0
35

75
67
25
71
41
67
71
74
90
83
71
70
85
84
67
58
63
63
75
67
83
78
88
68
100
25
0
68

624

71

72

% OF NO.
%
TEACHING
IN MINOR MISPLACED

100
100
100
90
88
87
83
80
75
73
68
66
64
55
50
50
46
45
37
25
25
20
19
17
5
0
0

4
17
20
22
26
32
32
14
45
50
50
49
53
57
75
75
80
76
83
95
100
100

0

100

48

48

10
12
9
3
1
2
22

5
2
6

5

4

*Language Arts and Social Science are rnajors for teaming at the eleITEilta:ry school. 'Ihe majority of students electing these fields were
certified and taught during 1969-70 at the elerrenta:ry level. See Tables
XXI and XXX in the Appendix.
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Table VI also gives a breakdONil of the number of those teaching
who were placed in major and minor fields.

As

can be seen, 48 per

cent of those teaching were placed in their major fields, 48 per cent
were placed in their recomrended minor, and only 4 per cent were
misplaced.
Follav-up on the employment status of 130, or 14 per cent of
the graduates was not accorrplished.

Havever, an analysis of the

data shaved that the great majority (71 per cent) of the 1969 graduates
in education did find employrrent as teachers their first year, with all
but a very few teaching in their undergraduate major or recamended
minor.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CCNCLUSIONS$ RECOMMENDATIONS
I.

SUMMARY

The purpose of the study was to detennine whether or not 1969
graduates in education from Central Washington State College found
enployrrent in teaching, and whether or not this ernployrrent was in
their major academic fields.
A reviav of literature pointed out the trends in teacher
supply and demand at state and national levels.

It was explained by

authorities fran the Washington Education Association, and the National
Education Association that for the first time in years, the supply of
teachers

may

exceed the demand by school districts.

Authorities also

provided research which showed that there were still teachers needed

in certain areas.

These positions included:

Industrial Arts; Special

Education; Matherratics; Trade, industrial, vocational; Natural and
Physical Science; Physical Education (Waren); Instruction of educationally disadvantaged; Remedial reading, speech, etc.; Lilirarians;
and Elerrentary--regular instruction.
Literature was also presented which provided rationale for the
need to revise teacher preparation programs to rreet rontenporary social
problerrs and technological innovations.
A reviav of current innovative approaches to teacher preparation
was given, outlining prograrrs taking place in Washington and elsewhere
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in the nation.
'Ille rrethods used for gathering and ca:npiling the data on the
879 graduates in education during 1969 were described.

It was ex-

plained that the Registrar's Office, Office of Teacher Advisenent and
Certification, and the Director of Placerrent Activities at Central
were utilized to obtain necessary information regarding the graduates.
The Office of the State Superintendent of Public Instruction--Teacher
Certification and Placenent--was contacted in an effort to locate the
errploymmt of graduates unaccounted for at Central.

There were 130

graduates who were not teaching in Washington, and for whcm "No Information" was recorded--other than their undergraduate academic major
and their level of certification for teaching.
An

analysis of the data shaved that 71 per cent of the graduates

found enploymmt in teaching during their first year.

Of these, 48

per cent were teaching in their academic majors, 48 per cent were
teaching in their recormended minors, and 4 per cent were misplaced.
Of the twenty-nine major areas under which graduates had done
their preparation for teaching, 50 per cent of the graduates majored
in only six fields.

Eighty per cent majored in one of twelve areas,

while less than 5 per cent of the graduates majored in Special Education,
Ceography, Cllemistry, Econcmics, Political Science, Early Cllildhood
Education, Physics, Earth Science, or Technology and Industrial Education.
Worren out-nurrbered the rren three-to-one in the elementary
certification area.

Cnly 20 per cent of the rren elected to teach at
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the elerrenta:ry school level.

II.

CONCTDSICNS

As a result of the study, the following conclusions were
evident:
1.

1969 Central graduates did find enployable positims for which
they had trained during undergraduate preparation.

2.

The majority of students were placed in either their major academic field, or recamrended minor field. Only 4 per cent of
those teadling were misplaced.

3.

Three tines as many waren as rren chose to prepare for teaching
assigrurents at the elerrentm:y level.

4.

The majority of graduates followed national trends (See Figure 1)
and majored in fields wherein there is an over-supply of teachers.

5.

Of the nine academic majors wherein less than 5 per cent of the
graduates specialized, six are listed by the National Education
Association as being areas of critical teacher shortage (See
Table II, page 14) •

Irrplications
Literature pointed out the need for rren to enter the elerrentm:y
levels of teaching; however, an analysis of the data showed that the
majority (80 per cent) of male graduates were certified at the seoondm:y level.

While the data shewed that nost Central graduates found

positions for which they had been trained, there were critical areas
in teaching wherein mly a total of 5 per cent of the graduates
majored.

These sane areas: Special Education, Natural and Physical

Sciences, Early Olildhood Education, and Industrial Technology are
listed by the National Education Association as being the areas of
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critical teacher shortages across the country.

It is apparent that

Central graduates are continuing to najor in areas for which there is
an over-supply of teachers.

This is sh0tm in Tables IV and VI, which

indicate that the ovel'.Whelming najority of graduating seniors in
1969 elected to najor in the Social Sciences, English, History, and
Men's Physical Education.
These facts may inply a lack of counseling on the part of the
faculty advising students, or a lack of concern. regarding the status
of the enployrrent narket on the part of prospective teachers.
The fact that Social Science and the Language Arts fields are
directed mainly to elementary school teachers does not qualify the
significance of these two majors.

Particularly since the course out-

lines indicate that participants in these programs receive very little
opportunity for practical application of teaching methods and techniques.
'Ilris is especially apparent in the Social Science (Elementary) major
where of the 46-47 required course credits, only one 3-hour course
directed to teachers is offered ("Methods and Materials in the Social
Sciences-Elementary").

Obviously, although students majoring in these

fields may be certified for elementary school teaching, the fields themselves are directed to specific academic assignment areas, rather than
"Elementary--regular instruction."

The instigation of a broad,

elementary teaching major could possibly offer trainees the experience
needed in the processes and techniques of teaching which are being
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denied them in many fields of specialization.
III.

RECOMMENDATICNS

This study indicated that the current supply of teachers will
alla,.,r educators to begin to concentrate upon those qualitative factors
that are so vital to teaching effectiveness and student learning in the
classroan.

In light of this, the follaving recomrendations are offered

for consideration:
atterrpt should be rrade to infonn candidates in education as to
the trends in teacher supply and demand.

1.

An

2.

Students should be encouraged to rrajor in academic areas -where
there are teacher shortages.

3.

Field-oriented programs -which offer prospective teac::h$=rs earlier
enti:y into the classroom should be encouraged.

4.

Programs such as the Urban and Rural Student Teaching Programs
should be supported and continued in an effort to offer prospective teacners experience working with children fran minority
group backgrounds.

5.

A broad area elerrenta:ry education rrajor should be offered to
incorporate and expand upon an inter-disciplinary approach to
education -which enphasizes the processes of learning and teaching
rather than rrere subject content.

6.

Simulated actual classroom situations, utilizing role-playing as
well as audio-visual aids, should be used extensively in the teacher
preparation program.

7.

Consideration should be given to the instigation of an "Fd.ucation
Candidate Screening Process" based upon counseling and testing to
discover individual interests, talents, and personal carrmitment to
education and the profession.
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APPENDIX
DISPCSITIOO' OF 1969 EDUCATICN GRADUATES
BY ACADEMIC MAJOR
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TABIE VII
ARI'

= 64

MAIB

FE..Ml-\LE

TOI'AIS

GRADUATES

17

47

64

ELEMENTARY CERI'IFICATION

1

26

27

SECONDARY CERrIFICATIOJ.~

16

21

37

PLACED IN TEACHING

8

29

37

IN RECOMMENDED MAJOR

7

10

17

IN RECOMMENDED MINOR

1

17

18

2

2

26

34

3

3

4

5

1

1

N

MISPLACI!:D
PLACED IN WASHINGI'CN

8

our OF STAIB
UNPLACED

1

GRADUATE SCHOOL
MILITARY SERVICE
HOMEMAKING
OI'I-lER EMPLOYMENT

3

2

5

NO IlJF.)RiVE'\TION

5

11

16

64

TABIE VIII
BIOIDGICAL SCIENCE

N

= 20

GRADUA'IES

MA.IE

FEMAIE

TO'I'AI.S

6

20

2

2

14

4

18

PIACED IN TEAClilNG

9

5

14

IN REO)MMENDED MAJOR

8

1

9

IN RECCM1ENDED MINOR

1

1

2

3

3

5

14

14

ELEMENTARY CERI'IFICATION
SEO)NDARY CERI'IFICATICN

.MISPIACED
PIACED IN WASHINGI'CN

9

our OF STATE
UNPLACED

3

3

GRAJXJATE SCHOOL
MrLITARY SERVICE
HOMEMAKING
OI'HER EMPLOYMENT
NO INFORMATION

2

;

3

65
'!'ABIE IX
BUSINESS

N

=

34

GRADUATES

EDUCATICN

MALE

FEMAIB

TOI'AL.S

16

18

34

3

3

ELEMENTARY CERI'IFICATION
SEC'ONDARY CERI'IFICATIO..~

16

15

31

PI.ACED IN TEAGIING

13

10

23

IN REC'OMMEND.i"SD M"IJOR

12

8

20

1

1

1

1

2

11

9

20

2

11

3

1

3

4

Ol'HER EMPI..Ol'MENT

J_

2

3

NO IliFDru•IJL"\TION

1

3

4

IN RECOMMENDED MINOR
MISPIACED
PI.ACED IN WASHINGI'CN
OUl'

OF STATE

lll.\JPLACED
GRADUATE SGIOOL

MJ:LITARY SERVICE
HOMEMAKING

66
TABIE X

QfEMISTRY

N

=

4

MALE

FEMA1E

T0rALS

3

1

4

SECDNDARY CERI'IFICATIO.~

3

1

4

PIACED IN TEACP.JNG

3

3

IN RECDMMENDED MAJOR

1

1

IN RECOMMENDED MINOR

2

2

3

3

GRADUATES

EIBMENTARY CERTIFICATION

.M[SPIACED
PIACED IN WASHINGI'CN
OUl'

OF STATE

UNPLACED
GRADUATE SOIOOL
.M[L.ITARY SERVICE
HOMEMAKING
CJJHER EMPWYMENT
NO INI<0PJ'W'I0N

1

1

67

TABIE XI
EARLY

arrr.rnoon

EDUCATION

FEMALE

TOI'AIS

GRADUATES

3

3

ELEME..l\JTARY CERI'IFICATION

3

3

PLACED· IN TEAQUNG

2

2

IN RECOMMENDED MAJOR

1

1

IN RECOMME'NDED MINOR

1

1

2

2

1

1

N - 3

MAIB

SECONDARY CEIITIFICATIQ."'\J

MrSPLACED
PLACED IN WASHINGI'CT'i!

our

OF STA'l1E

UNPLACED
GRADUATE SQIOOL
MrLITARY SERVICE
HOMEMAKING
OTI-IER EMPLOYMf,::J:-i"'T
NO INFORL'·1ATION

68
TABIE XII

EARIH SCIENCE

N=l

MALE

GRADUATES

1

1

EIEMENTARY CERI'IFICATION

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

FEMALE

TOTALS

SEOONDARY CERI'IFICATIOi.'-J
PIACE:D IN TEACIDNG
IN REOOMMENDED MAJOR
IN RECOMMENDED MINOR

MISPIACED
PIACED IN WASHINGI'CN
OUI'

OF STATE

UNPLACED
GRAOOATE SCHOOL

MILITARY SERVICE
HOr-IE.MAiaNG

Cfl'Hl{R E.Jl.1PLOYMfRI'

NO INFDP,MATION

69
TP.BIE XIII
ECCNOMICS

N

=

4

MAIE

Ffil"'AfE

TOTAT.S

GRADUATES

4

4

EIBMENTAPY CERI'IFIC.ATION

1

1

SECONDARY CERI'IFICATIOi."\f

3

3

PIACED IN TEACHING

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

3

IN RECOMMENDED MAJOR
IN RECOMMENDED MINOR
MISPIACED
PIACED IN WASHINGI'O::'.'l
001' OF STA'I'E
UNPLACED
GRAWATE SCHOOL
MILITARY SERVICE
HOMEMAIGNG
Ol'HF:R EMPLOYMENT
NO JNR)RMATION

70
TABIE

XIV

ENGLISH

N

=

70

GRADUATES

MALE

FEMAIE

TOI'AlS

22

48

70

EIBMENTARY CERI'IFICATION

1

16

17

SEO)NDARY CERI'IFICATIQ'\J

21

32

53

PLACED IN TEACHING

17

33

50

IN RECOMMENDED MAJOR

15

18

33

IN RECOMMENDED MINOR

1

15

16

MISPIACED

1

PLACED IN WASHINGI'CN

1
31

48

2

2

2

3

5

OI'HER EMPLOYMENT

1

2·

3

NO INfORl."1ATION

2

17

our OF STATE
UNPLACED
GRADUATE SCHOOL
MILITARY SERVICE
HOMEMAKING

10

12

71
TABIE

~

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

N - 14

MALE

FE..MAIE

TOI'AI.S

GRADUATES

4

10

14

3

3

ELEMENTARY CERI'IFICATION
SEa:>NDARY CERI'IFICATIOi."\J"

4

7

11

PIACED IN TEACHING

4

6

10

IN RECDMMENDED .M7.\JOR

4

5

9

1

1

5

9

4

4

IN RECOMMENDED MINOR
.MISPIACED
PIACED IN WASHINGI'CN

our

4

OF STATE

UNPLACED
GRADUATE S0-IOOL
.MILITA..'t{Y SERVICE
HOMEMAKING
OIHER EMPLOYMENT

NO INFORt'W'ION

72
TABIE XVI

GEc:x:;RAPHY

=

MALE

FR.MALE

TOI'AIS

GRADUATES

5

1

6

ELEMENTARY CERI'IFICATION

3

SECDNDARY CERI'IFICATIOi.~

2

1

3

PIACED IN TEAOiING

3

1

4

1

1

N

6

IN RECDMMENDED MAJOR
IN RECOMMENDED MINOR

3

3

3

MISPIACED

1

PIACED IN WASHINGI'CN

2

OU!' OF STATE

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

UNPLACED
GRADUATE SO-IOOL
MILITARY SERVICE

HOME.MAKING
OIHER EMPLOYMENT
NO INFORl.'1ATION

73
TABIE XVII

HISTORY

= 68

MALE

GPJillUATES

44

24

68

ELEMENTARY CERI'IFICATION

6

20

26

SECDNDARY CERrIFICATIQ.~

38

4

42

PIACED · IN TEACHING

26

17

43

IN RECDMMENDED MAJOR

16

2

18

IN RECOMMENDED MINOR

9

15

24

MrSPIACED

1

N

PIACED IN WASHINGI'CT\J

Ffil'ALE

TOI'At.S

1

23

16

39

3

1

4

UNPLACED

6

2

8

GRADUATE SQjOOL

2

2

MrLITARY SERVICE

3

3

our OF

STATE

HOMEMAKING
OTHER EMPIDYMENT

4

1

5

NO Th1FOPJilATION

3

4

7

74
TABIE XVIII

HOME ECCNO.MICS

= 51

MALE

FEMAIE

TO"l'AI.S

GRZ-\DUATES

51

51

EI.EMEN'rARY CERI'IFICATION

24

24

SECDNDARY CERI'IFICATIQ"\I

27

27

PI.A.CED IN TEACHING

3]

32

IN RECDMMENDED MAJOR

12

12

IN RECOMMENDED MINOR

18

18

2

2

29

29

QUI' OF STATE

3

3

UNPLACED

5

5

GRADUATE SCHOOL

2

2

HOMEMAKING

1

1

OTHER EMPLOYMENT

2

2

NO ThWRl.'OO'ION

9

9

N

MISPI.A.CED
PI.A.CED IN WASHINGI'O."\I

MrLITARY SERVICE

75
TABIE XIX

HOME ECX.NOMICS - BROAD AREA

N

=

41

Ffil/.tAIB

TO-i'AIS

41

41

SECX>NDARY CERI'IFICJI.TIOi."\I

41

41

PI.ACED Ill TEAQIIl~G

17

17

IN RECX>Mt,'.!ENDED MAJOR

15

15

2

2

16

16

our OF S'rATE

1

1

UNPLACED

8

8

GRADUATE SCHOOL

2

2

4

4

10

10

GRADUATES

MALE

ELEMENTARY CERI'IFICATION

IN RECOMMENDED MINOR
MISPI.ACED
PI.ACED IN WASHINGI'CN

MILITARY SERVICE

HOMEMAKING
Ol'HER EMPLOYMENT
NO INFORMATION

76
TABIE

XX

INDUSTRIAL

N

= 21

GRADUATES

ARI'S

MAIE

FE..MAIB

TOI'ALS

21

21

SECDNDARY CERI'IFICATIOt.'\I

21

21

PI.ACED IN TEACHING

16

16

IN RECDMMENDED MAJOR

16

16

14

14

2

2

1

1

cmmR EMPLOYMENT

2

2

NO lNFORL'-1.i\TION

2

2

EIBMENTARY CERI'IFICATION

IN RECOMMENDED MINOR
MISPIACED
PI.ACED IN WASHINGI'rn
OUI'

OF STATE

UNPLACED
GRADUATE SOIOOL
MILITARY SERVICE
HOI'1EMAICTNG

77
TABIE XXI
LANGUAGE ARI'S

FW.Af.E

TOTAIS

GRADUATES

56

56

ELEMENTARY CERI'IFICATION

53

53

3

3

49

49

IN RECDMMENDED MAJOR

8

8

IN RECOMMENDED MINOR

41

41

42

42

7

7

3

3

OI'HER EMPIDYI'-'lENT

1

1

NO TNFORM..i\.'l'ION

3

3

N

=

MA.IE

56

SECONDARY CERI'IFICATIOi.~
PLACED IN TEACHING

MISPLA.CED
PIA.CED L~ WASHINGI'CN

our

OF STATE

UNPLACED
GRAWATE

SCHOOL

MII.J:TARY SERVICE
HOMEMAKING

78
TABIE XXII

MATHEMATICS

-- N -

30

GRADUAT1.2;S

MATE

Ff'.,,_l\W.E

TCYrALS

22

8

30

ELEMENTARY CERI'IFICATION

5

3

8

SEO)NDARY CERI'IFICATIQ~

17

5

22

PIACED IN TEACHING

18

7

25

IN REO)MMENDED MAJOR

13

4

17

IN RECOMMENDED MrNOR

5

3

8

18

6

24

1

1

MISPIACED

PIACED IN WASHINGI'CN

our

OF STA'l1E

illrr'LACED

GRADUATE SCHOOL

1

1

MILITARY SERVICE

1

1

HOMf!:L·i;fi(GNG
OTHER I0'iPIOYMENT

NO INFOPi'f'i':L'ION

2

1

3

79

TABIE

XXIII

MUSIC

N = 34

GRADUATES

MA.IE

.FEivT.AIE

TOI'AIS

20

14

34

2

7

9

SECDNDARY CERI'IFICATIOt."\J'

18

7

25

PI.ACED· IN TEAGIING

18

13

31

IN RECDMMFNDED MAJOR

15

7

22

IN RECOMMENDED MINOR

2

6

8

.MISPLACED

1

ELEMENTARY CP....RI.'IFICATION

PI.ACED IN WASHINGI'CN

our OF STA'.IE

15

1

13

28

3

3

2

2

UNPLACED
GRADUATE SCHOOL

M[LI'I'ARY SERVICE
HOME',MAKING
0-.l'ffER EMPLOYMENT

NO L.\iF\)PMATION

1

1

80
TABIE XXIV

PHYSICAL EDUCATION' - MEN

N

= 68

GRADUATES

.MATE

FEMAI.E

TOTAIS

68

68

9

9

59

59

PI.ACED IN TEACHING

50

50

l"N RECDMMENDED MAJOR

35

35

IN RECOMMENDED MINOR

11

11

4

4

50

50

U:JPLACED

2

2

GRADUATE SCHOOL

5

5

MILITARY SERVICE

3

3

OT.Fr8R EMPI.OYML"'NT

2

2

NO JNFOPMATION

6

6

ELEMENTARY CERI'IFICATION
' SEa:>NDARY CERrIFICATIQ"\l

MISPIACED
PI.ACED IN WASHINGI'CN

our

OF STATE

H0MEiv.!AYJNG

81
TABIB XXV

PHYSICAL EDUCATICN - WOMEN

N

=

40

GRADUA11ES

MALE

FF.J.f.Af.E

TOI'AIS

40

40

6

6

SECONDARY CERI'IFICATIOi."\J

34

34

PLACED IN TEACHING

29

29

IN RECOMMENDED MAJOR

24

24

IN RECOMMENDED MINOR

5

5

26

26

3

3

2

2

HOM'.-''.MAI<ING

1

1

CYJEER EMPLOYMENT

1

1

NO INFORi.'1.i\TION

7

7

ELEMENTARY CF'__,RI'IFICATION

MISPLACED
PIACED

our

IN WASI-IINGrm

OF STATE

UNPLACED
GRADUATE SGIOOL
MILI'l'ARY SERVICE

82
T~BIE XXVI

PHYSICS

N

=3

GRADUATES

MAIB

FEMAIB

TorAI.S

3

3

SECONDARY CERI'IFICATIQ~

3

3

PI.ACED· IN TEAQll1i!G

2

2

IN RECDMMENDED W00R

2

2

2

2

1

1

ELEMENTARY Q'.:Rl'IFICATION

IN RECOM/\11ENDED MINOR
MISPLACED

PI.ACED IN WASHINGI'Cl'i!

our OF

STATE

UNPLACED
GRADUA,_"'E SO-IOOL
MILITARY SERVICE

HOMEMAKING
CJll-illR Et"-1PLOYMENT
NO lN1'URl'1ATION
- ----

83
TABLE XXVII
POLITICAL SCIENCE

N

=

4

MALE

FElV.iAIE

TorAIS

3

1

4

SEO)NDA,_-qy CERI'IFICATIO.'J

3

1

4

PIACED IN TEACHING

1

1

IN RECDMMENDED .MAJOR

1

1

1

1

1

1

GRADU~t::S
ELE..t>.IBN'I'ARY CERI'IF'ICATION

IN RECOMMENDED MINOR
.MISPLACED
PI.ACED IN WASHINGI'CT'J
our OF STATE
UNPLACED
GPADUATE SCHOOL
MILITARY SERVICE
HOMEMAKING
OTHER EMPLOYMENT
NO IN.FDP,i\1A'.l'ION

1

1

2

84

TABIE XXVIII
PSYCHOI.DGY

= 51

MALE

GRADUATES

18

33

51

ELEMENTARY CERI'IFICATION

13

30

43

5

3

8

13

22

35

13

22

35

13

21

34

1

1

N

SEO)NDARY CERI'IFICTI..TIQ."\J
PIACED IN TEACHING

F.fil/'.1AIE

'l'OIAIS

IN RECDMMKI\JDED MAJOR
IN RECOMMENDED MINOR
MrSPIACED
PIACED IN WASHINGI'OO
OUI' OF STl'I.TE

UNPLACED

1

1

2

GRADUATE SGIOOL

1

1

2

MILI'rARY SERVICE

1

1

HOMEMAICTNG
OrHER EMPLOYMENT
NO INFORcWION

2

1

1

8

10

85
TABIE

XXIX

SCIENCE

=

Fill'.IAIE

TOI'AIS

14

5

19

ELEMENT.A.RY CERI'IFICATION

7

4

11

SEOONDARY CERI'IFICATIO.'J

7

1

8

14

2

16

IN REOO.MMENDED MAJOR

7

1

8

IN RECOMMENDED MINOR

7

1

8

N

19

GRADUA'I'ES

PIACED IN TEACHING

MALE

MISPIACED
PIACED IN WASHINGI'a:J
OtJI' OF STJ\..TE

11

3

1

12

1

4

l

l

2

2

UNPLACED
GRADUATE SCHOOL
t,,IIIJ:TARY SERVICE
HOMEMAKING
Ol'HER EMPLOYMENT
NO INFOPMA.'l'ION

86
TABIE XXX

SOCIAL SCIENCE

N= 112

MAIB

FF1'1AI.E

GRADUATES

49

63

112

Elli"\j'EN'I'ARY CERTIFICATION

30

55

85

SECONDARY CERI'IFICATIOJ."\J"

19

8

27

PIACED IN TEAGIING

42

46

88

IN RECDMr,ENDED MAJOR

15

3

llli8

IN FECa-ivrr:-~JDED MINOR

24

42

66

3

1

4

38

43

81

4

3

7

2

4

6

3

3

3

3

MISPIACED
PIACED IN WPSHl~GI'O."\J"

our

OF S'I'A'l'E

UNPIJ\CED
~•,\,nj-~li

:t-c.L..,

SCHOOL

TOI'ALS

MILITARY SE.m7ICE
HOMEMAICTNG

OTHER F,MPLO'{l'-1E:NT
N<) INJ:DRMl-\'_l' I ON

-

·-·----~.,

5

7

12..._________
·- --··-----,..

....

-·

·•·

87
TABIE XXXI

SOCIOI.DGY

N

= 28

MALE

f'illv'.iALE

TOI'P..I.S

GRADUATES

4

24

28

EIEi'IBNTARY CERI'IFICA'l'ION

2

24

26

SEOJNDARY CERI'IFICATIO."\I

2

PIACED IN TI':.l\CHING

4

IN REOJ:Mrv1ENDED MZ'IJOR

1

IN RECOMMENUSD MINOR

3

15

18

4

13

17

2

2

9

9

2
15

19
1

MISPIACED
PIACED IN WASHINGI'Q"\I
OUI' OF STATE

UNPLACED
GRAOOATE SGIOOL
MILITARY SERVICE
HOMEMAKING
OI'HER EMPLOYME:N'I'

NO INFDRMA'I'ION

88
TABIE

XXXII

SPECIAL EDUCATICN

N

=7

GRADUATES

MAIB

FW.iAIE

'I'OrALS

1

6

7

6

6

ELEMENTARY CER1 IFICATION
1

SEC'ONDARY CERI'IFICPIT'IOi.'1

1

PIACED·IN TEAOIING

1

4

5

IN RECDMMENDED MAJOR

1

3

4

1

1

4

4

IN RECOMMENDED MENOR

1

MISPIACED
PI.ACED IN WASHINGI'Qi!

our

OF STATE

1

1

UNPLACED
GRADUJ-\.TE SCHOOL

1

1

1

1

MILITARY SERVICE
HOI"1EMI'J<ING
Ol'HER EMPLOYMENT

NO INFORi.'-l"/\TION

89
TABIE XXXIII
SPEECH & DRAMA

N

= 12

MALE

Ffil"AIB

TO"I'ALS

GRADUATES

4

8

12

ELEMENTARY CERI'IFICATION

1

5

6

SECDNDARY CERrIFICATIO."\J"

3

3

6

PIACED IN 'I'EACHING

3

7

10

IN RF.CDMMENDT:m MAJOR

1

1

2

IN RECOMMENDED MINOR

2

6

8

3

5

8

2

2

MISPLACED
PLACED IN WlSHINGI'OO

our OF STATE
UNPI.u"\CED
GPADUATE SCHOOL

1

1

MILI'l'ARY SERVICE
HOI®"W'JNG
CJI'HER FMPI.D'.l.ME!NT
NO INFDRLVJATION

1

1

90
TABIE

XXXIV

SPEECH THERAPY

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~---_-_-_-_-_N

= 13

GRADUATES

MAIB

1

ELEMEN'l'l-\..RY CERI'IFICATI0N

Ffil'!.AI.E

TOI'AIS

12

13

6

6

SECDNDARY CERI'IFICPXIQ."\J

1

6

7

PIACED IN TEACHING

1

10

11

IN RECDMME!.'IDED I-ru0R

1

5

6

5

5

10

11

1

1

1

1

IN RECOMMENDED MINOR
MISPIACED
PI.ACED IN WASHINGI'CT.'J

1

our OF STATE
UNPLACED
GRAIXJATE SCHOOL
MILITARY SERVICE
H0MEMAYJNG
OIHER EMPLOYI'1ENT
NO INI:>"OP11ATI0N

91
'rABIE

TECHNOLOGY

N

&

=1

XXXV

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION - BIDAD AREA

MA.IE

GRADUJl.TES

FR.MALE

TaI'AIS

1

1

1

1

1

1

ELEMENTAP.Y CERI'IFICATION
SECONDARY

CERITFICATIO."\J

PL.'2\CED · IN TE.7\ClITNG
IN RECX)t•1MENDED MAJOR

IN RECOMfv1ENDED MINOR
MISPIJ.1.Cf;;D

PLACED IN WASHil~GrCN
OUI' OF STATE

UNPLJ\CED
GRADUA'l'E SCHOOL

.MILITARY SERVICE
HOMEMAKING
01.'HER EMPLOYMENT
NO INFOR1'-1ATION

